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The birth of the new century finds the Army con-

tending with the same challenges that it did during

the last decade of the old: How, in a time of reduced

structure and funding, is the Army to answer the broader 

spectrum of demands placed on it by the needs of the nation?

To meet these challenges, the Chief of Staff has crafted a new

vision for the Army, one that foresees a full-spectrum but 

agile force.

The Arroyo Center is

gearing its FY 2000 research

agenda to help the Army find

ways to realize that vision. But

the Arroyo Center’s research

of previous years contains

much that may help the Army

make the new vision a reality.

This year’s annual report

takes as its theme “Avenues of

Agility.” Implicit in this theme

is a broad conclusion drawn

from the Arroyo Center’s ana-

lytic work that agility is much more than simply purchasing

new equipment, although such a step must indeed figure into

the Army’s attempt to become the responsive force described

in General Shinsheki’s vision. But new equipment, even if

bought “off the shelf,” is more than a decade away, and the

next Kosovo (or Haiti or Somalia) will undoubtedly present

itself much sooner than that. Therefore, the Army must

explore in parallel other avenues to achieve the agility

demanded of it.

The main section of the report contains four articles

that draw on recent analyses for the Army and point to things

the Army can do or could think about doing to become more

responsive. The first article draws lessons from the several

operations that the Army has undertaken to make or keep the

peace. These lessons contain much that the Army can do now

to improve its ability to carry out such operations. The article

also outlines some of the doctrinal and training consequences

of such changes. The next article addresses the Reserve Com-

ponents, which have become increasingly crucial to the Army’s

ability to operate across the full spectrum of contingencies. 

To have a responsive Reserve Component, we believe the

Army must discard the paradigm that has been in place since

before World War II and

adopt a new one that places

early-deploying reserve units

on the same footing with active

ones. The Army may be able to

increase its agility by adopting

different operational concepts,

and the third article explores

some of these, revealing along

the way some surprising infor-

mation about precision fires and

joint operations. The final arti-

cle considers what will remain

indispensable to the Army: its

people. It outlines the effects of the recent series of deploy-

ments on the Army’s soldiers and suggests alternative

approaches that may help the Army answer these demands

while reducing the stress and turbulence they cause.

The next section of the report, “In Brief,” contains short

synopses of other recent research, and the final section sum-

marizes recent Arroyo Center publications.

The challenges of the new century will be no less daunt-

ing or exciting than those of the last. We in the Arroyo Cen-

ter have enjoyed the support of the Army as we brought our

research capabilities to bear on these tough challenges, and we

hope the Army will be able to use those Arroyo analyses in

making its decisions. We look forward to working with the

Army as it advances into the new century. ■

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

David S.C. Chu (right), vice president and director of the Arroyo Center,
with GEN (ret.) Dennis Reimer, former Chief of Staff, U.S. Army
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Agility by a Different Measure: 
Creating a More Flexible Army

Since the collapse of the Berlin Wall, the U.S. Army has been asked to deploy globally for

operations ranging from major war to delivering humanitarian relief supplies and pro-

tecting populations. In response, the Army’s leaders understandably seek to make their

forces more agile. That means, in the first instance, lightening a force whose equipment was

designed at the height of the Cold War, when the large Soviet threat and forward positioning

in Western Europe meant that weight—so-called strategic deployability—could be given a rel-

atively low priority in equipment design. The current interest in a medium-weight armored

vehicle reflects the Army’s growing attention to lighter-weight equipment.

The Army’s recent experience in various stability and support operations (SASO)1 sug-

gests an additional, more subtle, yet still important dimension of the search for greater agility.

That is the ability to create and deploy novel combinations of Army components that in turn

plug into higher headquarters in unusual ways. The Army has all of the elements needed to per-

form an amazing array of missions; it is truly a “full-spectrum” force in this sense. But because

national strategy still focuses on preparing to fight two major theater wars, those components

are organized, equipped, and trained as part of the Army’s traditional warfighting hierarchy. Sta-

bility and support operations shatter that hierarchy and demand new skills and capabilities from

Army leaders and their staffs. Part of becoming a more agile force thus lies in being able to

adapt to different kinds of missions easily and quickly—but without compromising the essential

Army mission of prosecuting conventional war. Significantly, the steps needed to facilitate these

adaptations will also prepare the Army better to handle some elements of conventional war, in

particular the demanding early-entry phase of major conventional conflicts.

The issue, then, is how to imbue the Army’s structure—and by extension its doctrine and

training—with sufficient flexibility so that it can respond with agility to any and all demands.

And it must do so without compromising its formidable capability to prosecute conventional

war, its foremost mission.

1Various terms are used to capture these missions. “Stability and support operations,” or SASO, is the Army’s own phrase for most of
the operations it has been asked to conduct since its last major theater war in the Persian Gulf in 1991. The official Joint Staff term for
these operations is “military operations other than war,” or MOOTW. But the phrase “smaller-scale contingencies,” or SSCs, is also
used, especially within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Although the definitions differ marginally in each case, all three phrases
refer to operations other than major war. We use SASO here because it is the Army’s preferred term.

AVENUES OF AGILITY
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The Arroyo Center has been exploring this requirement, examining the demands

imposed by recent SASO and describing how changes needed to facilitate such operations can

also enhance the Army’s capabilities in early-entry operations. The research has suggested some

ways that the Army can respond to these demands.

Reassembling for SASO
As an example of what stability and sup-

port operations can do to established orga-

nization and doctrine, consider the Army

“unit” sent to Somalia starting late in 1992

to support the UN’s humanitarian relief

operation there. The Army gave that mis-

sion to the 10th Mountain Division, which

took the division headquarters element

and a combat brigade. But as Figure 1

shows, division personnel were outnum-

bered two-to-one by corps and theater army

personnel from higher-level units required

to handle Somalia’s unique demands. Over-

all, the operation “stretched” the 10th Divi-

sion’s command capabilities in four ways,

exposing shortfalls in both training and

technology normally available at the divi-

sion level:

• Numerous attachments confronted the division commander and his staff with much 

greater span of control than they would normally confront in war. Because the attach-

ments came from higher levels of the Army, they taxed the division’s normal expertise 

and communications capabilities. It took several corps- and theater-level signal com-

panies simply to tie the overall unit together.

• Part of the command and control problem stemmed from the wide geographical dis-

persion of the 10th Division’s various units. Expected to cover roughly a 30-kilometer 

front in wartime, the division deployed elements out to over 100 kilometers in Somalia.

This placed outlying units well beyond the range of the division’s essentially line-of-

sight communications gear.

• As the highest-level U.S. Army command element in Somalia, the 10th Division’s

headquarters element became the Army Forces (ARFOR) component of a Joint Task

Force commanded by a U.S. Marine Corps general. Thus the division commander and

FIGURE 1
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his staff had to carry out a range of unfamiliar tasks that in war would normally be han-

dled by higher Army echelons. Some of the higher-echelon attachments to the division

were there to provide the skills and communications gear needed to perform these 

functions.

• Not shown in Figure 1 are the forces of friends and allies attached to the 10th Division

for support of one kind or another. Nor does the figure highlight the many non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) and nondefense U.S. government agencies with 

which the division had to coordinate activities. These and the division’s humanitarian 

mission presented commanders and staffs at all levels with sizable political-military

challenges.

Another dimension of the 10th Division’s unique composition not shown in Figure 1 is

the geographic spread from which it drew its subordinate units. Because the XVIII Airborne

Corps, the division’s parent headquarters, faced possible contingencies in Bosnia and Haiti, the

division drew supporting units from across the United States. Given the speed with which the

overall unit was created, these units had no opportunity to train together before arriving in

Mogadishu. Operating procedures had to be developed on the fly, resulting in a certain amount

of “friction” early in the operation.

To be sure, the Somalia operation is an extreme example—a light division moved with 

little warning to a relatively undeveloped and distant theater and given a mission covering 

thousands of square kilometers of countryside. Yet in virtually all SASO cases examined we 

find some degree of the “stretch” patterns listed above. Given more time to plan for the occu-

pation of Haiti, for example, the 10th Mountain Division was able to make itself into a Joint

Task Force (JTF) headquarters. But this required substantial staff augmentation from outside

the division. In contrast, the 1st Cavalry Division needed less of this corps and theater army

augmentation for its deployments to Bosnia in 1998–1999, as one would expect in the case 

of a heavy division deploying to a relatively well-developed area of operations linked through 

a base in Hungary to NATO’s well-established logistics capabilities. But it still required 

higher-level augmentation,

and the political-military

component of the Bosnia

operation was even more

daunting than it was in

Somalia. Examination of a

variety of Army SASO

deployments highlights the

recurring patterns shown in

Table 1.

TABLE 1

COMMAND, CONTROL,  AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3)  PATTERNS IN SASO

• Higher-level reinforcements pushed to lower levels of command
— Division C3 not geared to handle theater, corps assets

• Disparate force elements from dispersed posts often assembled “on the fly“
— CJTF components may not meet or train before operations

• Broader command and political-military responsibilities at lower levels of command
— Division becomes “ARFOR,” possibly the JTF headquarters
— Division may pick up foreign forces
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Nature of “Early-Entry” Demands
That the Army has been able to accommodate to these patterns in the several operations other

than war it has tackled since 1991 owes principally to the organization’s long experience with

“task organizing,” or “tailoring”—that is, cross-attaching subordinate units to prepare for a spe-

cific mission. But the Army’s experience with SASO pushes beyond traditional notions of task

organization, beyond what the organization’s training and technology are designed to handle.

Were the nation to conclude that it faced nothing but SASO for the next few decades, the

Army might well consider fairly radical forms of reorganization to facilitate the kind of tailor-

ing demanded by SASO. But of course the nation still asks the Army to be ready above all to

tackle two major theater wars, making it imprudent for the Army to reorganize in ways that

might hobble its warfighting abilities.

Yet the steps the Army needs to take to facilitate its response to SASO today are not at

all out of line with the emerging demands of conventional war. For starters, analysis suggests

that responding to the patterns shown in Table 1 would help the Army in the crucial “early-

entry” phase of major theater wars—an important phase of a post–Cold War warfighting capa-

bility. Recent Arroyo Center analysis, for example, indicates that initially deploying forces

would be more effective if they traded some (but not all) of their close-in firepower for a deep-

attack capability. The close-in fight can rarely be avoided, but adroit use of deep strikes allows

ground commanders to shape the close-in battle favorably for

their own forces.2 Deep-strike capabilities are normally

located at corps and higher levels of the Army’s warfighting

hierarchy. Early-entry forces are normally much smaller. The

optimum early-entry capability, in other words, would be cre-

ated by pushing high-level capabilities (and the tools to con-

trol them properly) down to lower levels of the organization,

much in the manner shown in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the results of high-resolution simula-

tions, done at RAND Arroyo Center, that add more Apache

helicopters and the Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS),

armed with the new Brilliant Anti-Tank (BAT) munition, to a typical division-ready brigade

(DRB) of the 82d Airborne Division. For obvious reasons the brigade has been given the com-

mand, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance

(C4ISR) capabilities needed to see and target distant enemy forces. In the top graph, the nor-

mal DRB, facing an enemy armored unit in open terrain, does not begin to see the enemy until

he is within 15 kilometers and does not begin to attack until he is within 9 kilometers. This pro-

duces a sizable close-in battle 3 to 6 kilometers off the brigade’s front. Armed with deep-strike

2See Randy Steeb, John Matsumura, et al., Analytic Support to the Defense Science Board: Tactics and Technologies for 21st Century Military
Superiority, Santa Monica, CA: RAND, DB-198-A, 1997.

But of course the nation still asks
the Army to be ready above all to

tackle two major theater wars,
making it imprudent for the Army
to reorganize in ways that might
hobble its warfighting abilities.
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and ISR assets, by contrast, the brigade commander is able to take on enemy units at 25 kilo-

meters. The toll he extracts there produces a more manageable—and winnable—close-in fight.

The work shown in Figure 2 was part of a larger effort to improve the lethality and sur-

vivability of light units like the 82d Airborne Division. Logically, the organizational changes

suggested by that work would offer the same benefits to the “medium-weight” force now

embraced in the Army’s new vision. Unless new technology can provide a medium-weight

armored vehicle every bit as well protected as the Army’s heavy M-1 tank, the survival of

medium-weight units will depend importantly on their being linked into a C4ISR web that lets

them see and strike enemy forces at great depth. Significantly, this notion is compatible with

ongoing efforts at the Joint Forces Command to develop an integrated concept for decisive

joint operations.

Overall, analysis (of the early-entry challenge) and experience (with an array of SASO)

suggest that the post–Cold War world demands greater flexibility from the Army at lower lev-

els of its hierarchy. The Army must be able to “mix and match” relatively small units of its force

structure, drawn from dispersed locations and disparate commands, sometimes in a hurry.

While traditional combat units—battalions, brigades, divisions—remain central to the Army’s

warfighting role, there is a growing demand for unusual unit combinations, in connection with

war itself as well as SASO.
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How the Army Can Respond
The increasing frequency of SASO among the Army’s missions has prompted a debate within

and outside the Army about how far the service must go in modifying its organization, doctrine,

and equipment to facilitate handling these missions. Many continue to see SASO as a “lesser

included case” for forces organized and trained for major war. These individuals note that Army

operations in Somalia, Haiti, and Bosnia were successful, suggesting that a warfighting organi-

zation can stretch to meet SASO demands. These operations also demonstrate that warfighters

can be converted into peacekeepers. Indeed, sometimes the best peacekeepers are trained

warfighters whose formidable presence deters potential violators of the peace.

Those who disagree note the difficulty that Army divisions confronted in handling mis-

sions in Somalia, Haiti, and Bosnia; division staffs are neither equipped nor staffed and trained

to plug into a JTF, let alone manage forces deployed over hundreds of square miles. Some argue

for the creation of a separate SASO force, a “peacekeeping” force alongside the Army’s

warfighting force. Others argue that at least some kinds of capabilities within the Army should

be focused more explicitly on preparation for SASO.

The research described here cannot answer all of these questions. But the Somalia case

raises concerns about the “separate SASO force” idea, since the Army units organized to han-

dle Somalia and Bosnia made extensive use of Army components needed for conventional war.

Creating a wholly separate set of SASO capabilities thus would be wastefully redundant and

probably unaffordable.3 In this sense, the work summarized here supports the Army’s current

effort to ready all units to handle the “full spectrum” of potential operations. This work also

suggests that the way to do this is to facilitate rapid reassembly of existing components, at the

same time providing the training that makes warfighters better peacekeepers.

This in itself will require the creation of new capabilities, as well as new training routines.

The Army needs to push down to division and brigade levels the kind of command, control, and

intelligence assets it would normally make available to corps and theater army headquarters.

This is already happening in the intelligence realm, where equipment like the Trojan Spirit

remote terminal allows brigade and division commanders access through satellites to national-

level intelligence assets. The Army now seeks to address the operational dimension of the chal-

lenge by redesigning its tactical and operational headquarters. The technical challenge here is

formidable. Both division and brigade headquarters must be able to reach further out to control

more dispersed units and up to a larger array of national intelligence and communications assets

as well as to a Joint Task Force headquarters. Significantly, subordinate units will need aug-

mentation to allow them to reach back to brigade and division headquarters so equipped.

3For a broader set of arguments that question the value of a separate SASO force, see Jennifer Morrison Taw, David Persselin, and
Maren Leed, Meeting Peace Operations’ Requirements While Maintaining MTW Readiness, Santa Monica, CA: RAND, MR-921-A, 1998.
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Along with these technologies should come the means to link dispersed units “virtually,”

so that they can train while separated. This will make it easier for dispersed units notified of an

upcoming operation to link and begin familiarizing and planning instantly—before they meet,

often for the first time, as they land in a distant country to take on a new mission.

The service must rethink its training as well. SASO of course confront the Army with the

need to train its soldiers to be “peacekeepers,” and to balance those skills with traditional

“warfighting” competence. But the need for more agility draws our attention to the training of

brigade and division staffs, which SASO confront with a greatly expanded range of demands and

responsibilities. Division “mission essential task lists” (METL) are already being modified to

include tasks related to linking to a JTF headquarters. But experience suggests that these staffs

will have to grow larger to accommodate new capabilities and skills.

Leader training, too, needs reconsideration. The Army must continue to train warfight-

ers at all levels. But clearly the increased prevalence of SASO means that these same leaders will

routinely confront major political-military challenges while contending with a wider span of

control. Training of leaders at all levels—including senior NCOs—should aim to improve their

preparation for these challenges.

To the extent that the skills and equipment noted here exist at higher levels of the Army’s

combat hierarchy, adding agility is a matter of pushing these capabilities down. But some of

these capabilities do not yet exist. All of the services, for example, are now wrestling with the

challenges implied by the need for truly joint operations; it would be difficult to argue that any

service is now ready to link itself fully and easily to a joint headquarters. And while the Army

has begun to experiment with “virtual” links

and training, there is much experimentation

and technical work ahead before such links

are perfected. In this important sense, the

Army faces as significant a development

effort in this area as it does in pursuing

medium-weight fighting vehicles. Both

efforts will be required to achieve the agility

the Army will need to handle the full range

of missions it is likely to face in the years

ahead. ■
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Breaking the Mold: 
A New Paradigm for the 
Reserve Components

Operation Desert Storm and subsequent deployments have made it clear that the Army

must be able to deploy its forces rapidly to locations around the world, not just to

Europe or Korea. Since then, the Department of Defense has addressed this issue

and, indeed, has made substantial progress, procuring new aircraft and ships and bolstering

deployment infrastructure. But deployment involves more than ports and planes. It requires

trained and ready units, and here the situation provides less cause for optimism. For any major

conflict, the United States will require a substantial complement of combat service and combat

service support (CS/CSS) units, and the bulk of these units will have to come from the Reserve

Components (RC). This article argues that these units may not be as ready to deploy as they

need to be, offers some observations about why that might be the case, and, by drawing some

lessons from the reserve components of the other services, suggests some approaches to

improve the readiness of these indispensable units to deploy.

What Has Changed?
A number of things have changed since Desert Storm that call

into question the ability of the RC to deploy needed CS/CSS

units in time to support the war plans. First, the conditions of

deployment have altered radically. During the Cold War, plans

called for the RC to supplement an already-in-place active

structure that was backed up by substantial host nation sup-

port. With the possible exception of a Korean conflict, none of

these conditions will hold true for deployments today. Much

of the support structure has been moved to the RC, to the point where it contains either all or

the substantial majority of some capabilities. For example, all water supply battalions reside in

the RC, as do over 90 percent of civil affairs units and petroleum support battalions. Over 80

percent of psychological operations units are in the RC.4 So in future deployments the task will

not be a matter of supplementing an in-place and robust AC support structure. It will be much

4U.S. Department of Defense, Reserve Component Programs: Fiscal Year 1998 Report of the Reserve Forces Policy Board, Washington, D.C.,
1999, p. 9.

The thinking of both the active
and reserve components with

respect to the reserves has not
kept pace with changes in 

strategic thinking.

AVENUES OF AGILITY
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more a matter of deploying along with the Active Component (AC) and providing the bulk of

the capability.

The requirement for the RC to provide more of the capability highlights another point

of difference between today and the time of Desert Storm. Some of the RC logistical support

that deployed during the Gulf War was in the form of lower-level units, e.g., sections, platoons,

and companies. These were attached to higher-level AC units, which provided the necessary

command and control. Since much of the capability has migrated to the RC, those units will

have to provide the command and control, in many ways a more demanding task than supply-

ing only the operational elements.

Furthermore, the Army’s flexibility has declined considerably since Desert Storm. A

smaller RC—down almost 25 percent since Desert Storm—coupled with a greater demand

means that a larger portion of the RC is needed.5 Thus, it is not as easy to pick and choose

among units as it was during Desert Storm, when a less ready unit could be passed over for a

more ready one.

Finally, more RC units are needed than in Desert Storm, and they are needed sooner.

Well over 100,000 CS/CSS reservists need to be in place by the 75th day of a contingency for

a major conflict.

The Current Situation Is Not Promising
Despite the need, the readiness of the RC CS/CSS units does not appear to support their abil-

ity to be trained and ready to deploy early (indeed, earlier than many AC units). In large mea-

sure, this results because the thinking of both the active and reserve components with respect

to the reserves has not kept pace with changes in strategic thinking. It remains largely in a Cold

War mold, that is, to maintain units at home station at some reduced level of readiness and, on

activation, bring them to a mobilization station and raise them to the readiness standards set by

the AC and the Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs). But what worked well for the Cold War will

not necessarily serve today.

Another part of the problem stems from an institutional focus, preoccupation even, on

combat units. The combat mission, particularly the synchronization that must occur at the

brigade and higher levels, is exceptionally difficult. It requires a well-trained unit to perform it.

That training, which involves expensive equipment and plenty of time to practice with it, is

enormously costly compared with the less complex training needed by CS/CSS units. The

resources thus gravitate toward the combat units, along with the leadership’s attention. For

instance, the enhanced separate brigades of the National Guard receive additional support in

the form of personnel and training funds. But this focus should be broadened if the criterion is

what is needed from the RC first.

5U.S. Department of Defense, DoD Selected Manpower Statistics FY 1994, Washington, D.C., 1995, Table 5-1, p. 202.
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The obvious solution to both aspects of the problem is to break this paradigm, and the

way to break it is to regard the RC—or at least the portions of it needed to support CINC war

plans—as being as important as AC units, manned, trained, modernized, and ready to deploy.

Recent research by RAND Arroyo Center examined the reserve elements of the Air Force and

Marine Corps, both of which have very ready reserve units, to determine if any of their prac-

tices or procedures might be used by the Army to improve the readiness of its RC.

How the Air Force and Marine Corps Reserve Components 
Maintain High Readiness
Drawing comparisons among the reserve components of the different services is problematic

for a variety of reasons, not the least of which is size. The Air Force and Marine Corps have

much smaller RC than does the Army. Counting both National Guard and Reserve elements,

the Army RC totals well over 500,000, while the Air Force and Marine Corps have 181,000 and

40,000 respectively.6 That said, both services have responsive RC units, and it is instructive to

see how they achieve that responsiveness. Three characteristics stand out: number of full-time

military people at the unit level, amount and quality of equipment, and seamlessness with the AC.

The Marine Corps establishes a significant AC presence at the unit level—platoon, com-

pany, battalion. At the company level, the key chain of command positions, such as comman-

der, first sergeant, and supply, administration, and maintenance noncommissioned officers, are

backed up by a shadow chain of command composed primarily of active duty marines, typically

9 or 10 at the company level. The Marine Corps does not assign civilians or marines who 

cannot deploy. The focus is on company and platoon skills required in combat, and the units

devote little time to peacetime administrative matters during

drill periods. Normally, 9 to 10 of the 12 weekend drills dur-

ing the year take place away from the reserve center. AC

marines plan and evaluate this training, and they do it to AC

standards. The full-time personnel attend to the administra-

tive matters during the periods between drills. Of interest is

the fact that RC assignments in the Marine Corps are seen as

career enhancing.

Furthermore, the reserve unit has nearly all its autho-

rized equipment and interfaces seamlessly with the AC. Typi-

cally, Marine Corps reserve units have 99 percent of their

authorized equipment, and it is standard with that of the AC.

The data systems for finance, logistics, and personnel mirror

those used in the fleet. The use of common data systems eases

6Reserve Component Programs, p. 52.

The sheer size of the Army RC
means that adopting either the

Marine Corps or Air Force model
would be expensive. A more
affordable option, however, 

might be to adopt key aspects of
those programs, potentially with

great benefit to readiness.
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administrative friction, especially during mobilization. Indeed, the connection is so seamless

that the Marine Corps does not plan for any substantial postmobilization preparation. Getting

ready to deploy is much more a process of making final checks than it is of raising the unit to

another level of readiness.

The Air Force places even more emphasis on the level of full-time support provided to

its RC units. More than 50,000 people provide full-time support to the Air Force’s RC. Most

are members of the RC and hold key leadership positions while serving full time.

Like the Marine Corps, the Air Force National Guard and Reserves have their own

equipment, which matches that of the AC, and they use the same data systems as the AC. They

do not use mobilization stations. Deployment, typically of part of the unit, takes place from

home station. RC crews meet the same proficiency standards—drawn from the same regula-

tions—as do the AC crews. This higher level of readiness is purchased at a relatively high cost

in terms of time committed. Flight crews typically serve more than 100 days per year, and main-

tenance personnel about 60 days. An indication of the importance accorded this program is the

level of resources provided: adequate funds are available to support this level of commitment.

How Does the Army Compare?
The sheer size of the Army RC means that adopting either the Marine Corps or Air Force

model would be expensive. A more affordable option, however, might be to adopt key aspects

of those programs, potentially with great benefit to readiness. For instance, the Army could

improve the level of full-time support it provides at the unit level. Although the Army has the

lowest level of full-time support to the RC when measured as a percentage of RC end strength,

it has the highest number of full-timers supporting the RC. Figure 3 shows the number of full-

time support personnel in the ARNG, USAR, Marine Corps Reserve, Air National Guard, and

Air Force Reserve.7 The number at the top of each bar indicates the percentage of authorized

end strength that the full-time personnel represent.  The Army RC have a smaller percentage

of their authorized end strength dedicated to full-time support. Over 66,000 people support the

Army RC full time. This figure does not include the approximately 5,000 AC soldiers who sup-

port the RC while assigned to AC organizations such as the Training Support Brigades.

Those providing full-time support to the Army RC are distributed very differently from

the other services. Precise numbers are difficult to come by, but we estimate that less than one-

quarter of the 66,000 people assigned are at the company level or below.  Many are assigned to

TDA organizations or are not otherwise associated with a specific unit they would accompany

on deployment.

7U.S. Department of Defense, Reserve Component Programs: FY 1998, Washington, D.C., March 1999, Table 3-5, p. 54. The figure shows
full-time support (FTS) personnel as a percentage of authorized end strength. Considering FTS as a percentage of FTS required yields
the following: ARNG, 58 percent; USAR, 59 percent; Marine Corps, 100 percent; Air National Guard, 88 percent; and Air Force
Reserve, 94 percent. The other services are authorized a substantially higher percentage of the required strength.
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Furthermore, most of those who are

assigned to company level and below are

military technicians or enlisted personnel.

The people assigned at these levels tend to

have administrative or maintenance skills.

Other than medical personnel, few officers

or warrant officers serve at these levels.

Both the distribution and type of

personnel providing full-time RC support

may not be optimal for enhancing readi-

ness. Previous Arroyo Center research

showed that the RC believed full-time 

support would be best used for better 

planning and more effective execution of

weekend drills.8 Accomplishing these goals

implies placing more and different types of people at the lower levels. Experienced military

trainers who can help plan and conduct training could go a long way toward improving readi-

ness. Personnel to boost the numbers at unit level could be reassigned, perhaps from AC units

engaged in RC support or RC TDA organizations. The grade and skill mix of personnel pro-

viding full-time support would have to change. The overall number might have to increase.

However, full-time support is not the only issue. AC and RC units have serious equip-

ment and system incompatibilities. For example, some CS and CSS units from the RC have

radios that do not mesh with those of the AC. Nor are the incompatibilities limited to high-

technology or sophisticated systems. Many RC units have M16A1 rifles that fire a different type

of ammunition from the M16A2, the standard weapon for AC forces. When it comes to data

systems, the AC, the Army Reserve, and the National Guard all use different ones. These

incompatibilities extend the time it takes to make the RC units able to interoperate with AC

units and, of course, lengthen postmobilization preparation. Furthermore, once the unit

deploys, incompatible systems such as military payroll often continue to cause friction.

What to Do?
Given the large size of the Army RC, it would not be possible to bring it quickly to the same

level of readiness as the RC of the other services. Nor is it necessary. The Army does not have

to raise the readiness of every unit in its RC to match the AC. But it could improve the readi-

ness of selected units, and each RC practices tiered readiness to some degree. Which units were
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8See Ronald Sortor et al., Training Readiness in the Army Reserve Components, Santa Monica, CA: RAND, MR-474-A, 1994.
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selected would be determined by CINC and supporting war plans. Put another way, the Army

could adopt a tiered readiness system based on war plans. It already has a de facto tiered readi-

ness system with the Force Support Program. This approach recommends tying support to war

plans more directly.

Such an approach would divide units into three categories: early deploying (to include

enabling units, i.e., those needed early to help with deployment), later deploying, and not in the

war plans. Units needed early would be indistinguishable from AC units in terms of equipment

and would have all required equipment and personnel. Furthermore, they would have substan-

tial full-time support and enjoy training of both better quality (enabled by the full-time support)

and more quantity if required (i.e., training for more than the 39 days per year typical of most

RC units). Units not needed as early would function pretty much as the units in the Force Sup-

port Program do now, with somewhat lower levels of equipment and personnel and a lower level

of training dollars than the first-tier units. Units not in the war plans would receive equipment

and personnel as available and would receive last priority for training dollars.

Some—but clearly not all—of the resources required to carry out this program could be

drawn from current authorizations. For example, full-time support could be shifted to early-

deploying platoons, companies, and battalions. The additional support might be found by

assuming somewhat greater risk in those TOE units that do not figure into war plans or in TDA

organizations.9 The Training Support Battalions could be configured to provide more support

to early-deploying CS/CSS units, or they could integrate personnel with the unit. It might also

be necessary to establish an assessment system to monitor the readiness of the early-deploying

units so that the pre- and postmobilization resources and programs could be adjusted.

However, the reality is that more resources will be needed. To get additional resources

will require a united front on the part of the Army Reserve, the National Guard, and the Active

Army. A common strategy strongly supported by the three organizations could have a potent

influence on the Office of the Secretary of Defense and Congress. Key to all of this, however,

is shattering the old mold of the RC and recasting a new one in which the line between the AC

and RC virtually disappears for those units needed early. ■

9The numbers required to make a difference are not necessarily large. For example, to have 10 FTS personnel in the companies in Force
Package 1 of the FSP would require no more than 3,500 people.
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Operational Agility: 
Joint Operations

As every operation since the end of the Cold War has made abundantly clear, the Army

cannot go it alone—it must operate as a member of a joint team, typically a Joint Task

Force. This reality makes it important to explore the implications of Joint Vision 2010,

which sketches out broad joint operational concepts. Arroyo Center analysts have for several

years worked with the Defense Science Board to bring the concepts laid out in JV 2010 into

sharper focus and to explore what those pictures might portend for the Army. Most recently,

they have employed a high-resolution simulation to explore three issues:

• The role of better decisionmaking in joint operations.

• The relationship between fire and maneuver.

• Major factors affecting joint force effectiveness.

How We Went About the Analysis
To explore these issues, analysts employed a scenario that departs substantially from those that

emulate Desert Storm and have tended to dominate the post–Gulf War analysis of combat

operations. By contrast, the scenario used in this analysis is characterized by a relatively shallow

battlefield, mixed terrain, and early ground operations.

A scenario of this nature offsets some of the major advantages of U.S. forces. The shal-

low battlefield means that the enemy can reach his objectives relatively quickly and does not

have to expose columns of armored vehicles to superior U.S. targeting and air attack capabili-

ties for long periods. He can move in smaller, dispersed elements that do not present lucrative

targets. Mixed terrain also ameliorates the targeting and air attack advantages. As Serbian forces

in Kosovo demonstrated, foliage, rough terrain, and built-up areas provide ample hiding places.

And early ground operations mean that U.S. forces have to arrive ready to fight. They do not

have the luxury of the long build-up time Saddam Hussein granted the United States and its

allies in the Persian Gulf War.

Specific areas of interest for the analysts were the value of reconnaissance, surveillance,

and target acquisition (RSTA), better decisionmaking processes, the feasibility and effectiveness

of alternative operational concepts and weapons, and, finally, the synergy between long-range

fires and maneuver with small forces capable of precision fires. To explore the first two, analysts

developed two sets of variables.

AVENUES OF AGILITY
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First, they considered three levels of RSTA: low, middle, and near-perfect. The lowest

level assumed that acquisition systems could not see through foliage and that about 40 percent

of the targets in the open could be detected and located but not identified. Time from detec-

tion to receipt of information at the command center was five minutes. The next level improved

the ability to penetrate foliage to 20 percent, raised the location of targets in the open to 70 per-

cent and enabled the system to recognize as well as detect the target. Time of receipt dropped

to one minute. Analysts also posited a near-perfect case as a way of establishing an upper bound.

This capability gave complete coverage with high accuracy and virtually instantaneous receipt.

Analysis also considered different transmission speeds for command and control (C2)

information, from no delay in receiving information for the bounding case to delays of 5 min-

utes in the middle case and 30 minutes for the worst. Delays pertain to the time required to

process the information, decide how to engage the target, and pass the command to an attack

system. This period does not include the time of flight for the weapon to arrive on target.

As Figure 4 shows, researchers

gauged effectiveness along two dimen-

sions. The first is a traditional one of attri-

tion: how many vehicles were destroyed.

However, disruption—denying the enemy

the ability to move or resupply, slowing his

progress, forcing units to disperse, degrad-

ing coordination—can also affect his abil-

ity to operate and, indeed, may be as

important as destroying armored vehicles.

Shock effects (heavy losses in a short time)

may also disrupt the attacks.

Analysts posited an enemy force of a

motorized rifle regiment, moving along

multiple highways that were partially cov-

ered by tree canopy. Capable air defenses

accompany this force. Analysts examined

the following four cases:

• Case 1: standoff joint fires. A pure standoff attack using bombers and F-15s to deliver

the joint standoff weapon along with Army and Navy tactical missile systems.

• Case 2: standoff joint fires and reinforced infantry battalion to block column.

This case adds a rapidly deploying infantry battalion to the equation. The force is a

light one that lacks mobility once deployed. It threatens the flank of the enemy unit in

hopes of turning it from its objective.
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• Case 3: standoff joint fires with agile maneuver force attacking enemy columns

(goal of destruction). This case alters the situation by adding an agile maneuver force

with ten small elements that attack the enemy unit at several points.

• Case 4: standoff joint fires with agile maneuver force attacking soft targets in

enemy rear. Case 4 is identical to Case 3 except that it changes the focus from the 

combat elements to logistics elements in the enemy’s rear area. Here the primary goal

is disruption.

What We Found Out
In the first case, standoff-only attacks fared poorly. The enemy was never decisively engaged.

The best result achieved was a 13 percent degradation of the enemy’s combat vehicles. While

respectable, this level of destruction was insufficient to keep the enemy from achieving his goals.

Even under the best RSTA and C2 conditions, attacks achieved an average of less than one kill

per weapon. Standoff attack alone did not work for a number of reasons. First, the enemy dis-

persed his vehicles, complicating the location and identification problem and denying the

attacker lucrative targets. Second, the tree cover limited the number of detections and thus

engagements. Third, employing these weapons at long ranges means correspondingly long

flight times for them to reach the target area. In some cases, the target had moved on by the

time the weapon arrived. Finally, submunitions fired were not always optimal for targets. If, for

example, TACMS caught enemy formations on long open roads in column, it destroyed a lot of

vehicles. However, forests and built-up areas provide cover, and columns changing direction at

intersections tended to confuse the distribution algorithm of the submunitions, sharply reduc-

ing the number of vehicle kills.

The second case, augmentation of the battalion task force, changes the situation sub-

stantially, but only if the enemy chooses to attack the inserted force and expose himself to its

direct-fire weapons. If the enemy wheels from his route of march and assaults, the standoff and

direct-fire weapons of the U.S. force can have a lethal effect. However, this increased lethality

is purchased at a cost: higher casualties. Furthermore, the lack of mobility cedes the initiative

to the enemy, who can attack or bypass. The end result is that the ground force failed to accom-

plish its mission, and it sustained heavy casualties.

The third case also employs standoff weapons and a ground maneuver force, but in this

instance the force is an agile one.10 This force does not seek decisive engagement with the

enemy. Rather is it inserted along the enemy’s route of advance, where it stages a series of

ambushes, moving quickly from one engagement opportunity to another. In each case, it coor-

10The concept for this force is one shared in many ways by TRADOC’s Mobile Strike Force, the Alternative Medium Weight Strike
Force proposed by the Secretary of the Army for Research, Development, and Acquisition, the Marine Corps’ Hunter Warrior, and the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s small unit operations. The force replicated in the simulation employs three of the seven
types of vehicles specified in the SARDA concept. 
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dinates standoff fires in conjunction with its own. The combination of the two fires was very

effective. U.S. forces sustained some casualties, but the tactic of operating in small units tended

to minimize them. Analysts note that effective RSTA, C2, and SEAD (suppression of enemy air

defenses) stand central to the success of this approach and that current RSTA and C2 capabili-

ties are probably not adequate to carry out this concept. Furthermore, getting the force into the

fight poses its own set of challenges. Still, this force inflicted enough casualties to accomplish

its mission, even ignoring any disruption effects.

The same force used in Case 3 turns its attention to the “soft” targets of the rear area in

Case 4. The aim is to achieve the objective through disruption rather than destruction. The

advantage to the tactics employed in this

case is that U.S. forces can achieve their

goal while sustaining fewer casualties than

they would attacking armored units.

Because the U.S. forces concentrate on a

specific target set made up of logistics and

supply vehicles, analysts hypothesize that

the disruptive effect would be higher in

Case 4 than in Case 3. How much higher

remains a question because the simulation

tends to focus on attrition effects, which

are easily quantified. Figure 5 summarizes

the four cases. Cases 1 and 2 are ineffec-

tive, and both Case 3 and Case 4 accom-

plish the goal, albeit by different routes

(destruction vis-à-vis disruption).

Observations and Recommendations
Four overarching observations emerged from the analysis.

Success requires a combination of standoff fires and maneuver.

Currently envisioned long-range ground, air, and naval standoff weapons had relatively limited

effect. Although in concert they achieved respectable results (13 percent attrition), that level of

damage was insufficient to stop the enemy’s advance. The combined effect of direct and stand-

off weapons appears to have much greater effect than fires alone. However, use of the direct-

fire weapons incurs a cost in increased casualties for U.S. forces.

RSTA and C2 can enable some concepts but are not critical for others.

Surprisingly enough, RSTA and C2 seem to be more important for the ground forces than they

are for the standoff weapons, the opposite of what many would expect. Superb intelligence and
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C2 were required to ensure the safe insertion of the ground forces, and both were critical to the

success of the ambushes and the ability to disengage. Key to the success of the agile maneuver

force is retaining agility. If the enemy becomes decisively engaged, he may be able to bring to

bear his heavy armored forces in overwhelming numbers. On the other side of the coin, very

accurate location was less critical for standoff weapons that

can attack targets over a relatively large area. However, better

knowledge of target characteristics, speed, direction, and sur-

rounding cover might have led to more efficient employment.

Choices need to be made between strategic and 

operational mobility.

These may be offsetting. Rapid and plentiful strategic mobil-

ity may obviate the need for operational mobility and vice

versa. With lots of strategic lift available, forces might be emplaced quickly, before the enemy

has had an opportunity to move into a contested area. On the other hand, if the force arrives

late and has to penetrate deep, operational mobility is key. As the need for quick response

increases and available lift decreases, the need for a lighter force becomes more critical.

Weapons may be a limiting factor for standoff engagements.

Weapons characteristics—e.g., response time—were more important than either RSTA or C2.

Even perfect RSTA and C2 could not overcome the problems of long response times or

weapons that had difficulty with confusing target presentations or concealment.

Some of these limitations may be overcome. Weapons that can loiter would, in part, off-

set the problems of long flight times and fleeting enemy exposures. In-flight updates would also

help. Better information about target characteristics and cover would lead to more efficient use.

Attacking targets obscured by foliage is a tough problem. It may not be enough to

develop weapons that can see through the foliage, because they must also be able to attack tar-

gets there. Warheads have to be able to penetrate the leaves and branches without detonating

and kill the vehicles beneath the canopy.

Furthermore, killing combat vehicles may not be the best route to success. Attacking

other key systems such as command and control, logistics, and fire support may prove more

effective. However, better measures of effectiveness need to be developed to support tradeoff

analyses. ■

As the need for quick response
increases and available lift

decreases, the need for a lighter
force becomes more critical.
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Overseas Deployments Intensify 
Personnel Turbulence

Recent Army deployments of CONUS units to overseas stability and support operations

(SASO) have uncovered some unanticipated personnel challenges, particularly in the

nondeployability of personnel. RAND Arroyo Center researchers, collaborating with

the Army Personnel Command and units at individual installations, have found that even mod-

est deployments have large cascading effects on a dynamic system of unit preparation, recovery,

personnel exchanges, and other processes.

This article explores how specific problems revealed by recent deployments to Bosnia

highlight important issues for the Army’s deployment policy in general. Specifically, it asks how

much turbulence is generated by the Bosnia deployment, and what is driving it.11 It also sug-

gests some alternatives for consideration.

Why Deployments to Bosnia Are Problematic
At first glance, Bosnia seems a modest-sized deployment: Task Force Eagle involves only

6,000–7,000 soldiers. But it is a continuing deployment—a series of rotations that have recently

been supported from CONUS units: Fort Hood, Fort Drum, Fort Riley, Fort Carson, and the

Texas National Guard division headquarters.12 Another part of the problem is that the process

is dynamic; it involves not just 7,000 soldiers but also unit preparation, recovery, personnel

exchanges, etc. Moreover, it is superimposed as a unit rotation on an individual replacement

system. These two systems operate on a different logic—each with its own imperatives—and

they do not mesh smoothly. Thus the problem arises of how to support continuing deployments

in the context of other global Army requirements.

Peacetime Nondeployability Is a Major Part of the Problem
The driving factor of all that follows is the high rate of peacetime nondeployability in units,

across a wide variety of installations and unit types. Table 2 shows the fraction of personnel who

were deemed nondeployable for Bosnia. These figures were forecast by the units and PERSCOM

11Greater detail on the underlying analysis is supplied in unpublished RAND Arroyo Center research: “Deployability in Peacetime:
Interim Results,” and “Achieving Balkan Presence Through Individual Replacements Rather Than Unit Rotations.”

12Rotations for the Bosnia Stabilization Force (SFOR 4–7) commenced on these dates: September 1998, Fort Hood, 1st Cavalry Divi-
sion; March 1999, Fort Hood, 1st Cavalry Division; August 1999, Forts Drum and Riley, 10th Mountain Division; March 2000, Texas
National Guard and Fort Carson.

AVENUES OF AGILITY
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during the winter of 1998–1999; each rate represents a prediction of the nondeployability rate

that would pertain to the unit at the time it was to deploy forces (September 1998 and March

1999 for 1st Cavalry, August 1999 for 10th Mountain and Fort Riley).

The portion of personnel who could not deploy in wartime hovered around 4 percent,

the same rate that is typically reported in the Unit Status Report (USR). The shaded panel

shows two other factors that drive up peacetime nondeployability rates. First, current practice

dictates that a soldier cannot deploy to Bosnia if he or she is scheduled for a PCS move or

ETS13 within 135 days. This allows a minimum of 90 days in theater, followed by 45 days to

return to home station, pack up, arrange for household moves, out-process, take leave, and so

forth. Second, some soldiers are stabilized in their current assignment; that is, they are pro-

tected against deployment because they have recently returned from other overseas duty (dom-

inated in this case by Korea rotations).14

Taken together, these factors increase the total forecast nondeployability rate to nearly 40

percent.15 This same general pattern is uniform across all posts; it is not unique to any one area

or element of the force.

TABLE 2

PEACETIME NONDEPLOYABILITY RATE FOR BOSNIA

Unit/Installation

Reason for Nondeployability       1st Cavalry         10th Mountain    Fort Riley

USR nondeployable (wartime)

PCS or ETS (in 90 + 45 days)

Stabilized (returning from 
unaccompanied tour)

Total

  4.0

20.0

11.6

35.6

  3.9

16.9

18.6

39.4

  3.5

21.8

14.7

40.0

13PCS = permanent change of station; ETS = expiration of term of service. PCS moves are essential to rotate military personnel between
the United States and overseas locations and to provide breaks between overseas duty periods (among other reasons). ETS dates are an
essential feature of limited contracts for military service; obviously the Army cannot retain a person overseas in peacetime beyond his or
her ETS date.

14Other analysis indicated that the nondeployability rate cannot be reduced a great deal by altering these criteria. For example, reduc-
ing the PCS/ETS period from 135 days to 90 days and reducing stabilization periods from 1 year to 6 months would reduce the total
nondeployability rate by only six percentage points.

15The 40 percent nondeployability rate reflects what would happen under a “business as usual” procedure. In the actual execution of the
deployments, the Army took some extraordinary steps to reduce nondeployability at posts that were scheduled to support upcoming
deployments. For example, those posts were “fenced” to prevent people from leaving, soldiers with long times to PCS or ETS were sent
“inbound” to those locations, and fill rates were raised. Such actions eventually reduced nondeployability rates at a small number of
posts, but they imposed burdens elsewhere and disrupted the overall personnel system.
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This high rate of nondeployability has effects that cascade throughout the units and the

personnel system. First, nondeployability causes many personnel exchanges among deploying

units and stay-behind units, leading to extensive personnel turbulence. Second, the movement

of people adversely affects the readiness of those units that stay behind. Third, to control these

phenomena the Army adopts various short-term tactics, such as “fencing” units that are soon

expected to deploy (preventing movements of soldiers out, for example, to their next PCS).

Thus, turbulence rotates across installations. Fourth, as the system strains to meet these

demands, it is also unable to fill some critical needs—such as maintaining high fill rates at over-

seas stations—while also keeping soldiers stabilized at their CONUS posts and together with

their families. Below we discuss each of these phenomena in more detail.

Nondeployability Leads to Extensive Personnel Turbulence
Figure 6 illustrates the first-order effect: turbulence. It shows the situation that the 1st Cavalry

Division faced when it began planning for its first brigade rotation to Bosnia. Note that the

rotation was not actually done this way; in the end, 1st Cavalry drew upon many more sources

than just those personnel within its division. But this figure demonstrates the magnitude of the

challenge and why it is not feasible to limit the effects to one division.

Examining the situation for 19K soldiers (armor crew members), we find authorizations

for 528 19Ks in the two deploying armor battalions.16 Another 884 19Ks in other units within

the division were not scheduled to deploy

to Bosnia. But of the 528 required to

deploy, with a 40 percent nondeployability

rate, only 317 could actually go. The

remaining 211 nondeployable soldiers had

to move to a stay-behind unit, and 211

other soldiers from those units had to

move into the deploying units.

Nondeployability Degrades 
the Readiness of Stay-Behind
Units
As a result of this process, 64 percent of

the soldiers in the stay-behind units would

be nondeployable for Bosnia. Obviously,

that would complicate supporting a suc-

FIGURE 6
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16U.S. Department of the Army, Personnel Manning Authorization Document, FY 1997, Washington, D.C., 1996.
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cessive deployment immediately following

the first brigade’s rotation (which, in fact,

is what 1st Cavalry had to do). Naturally,

to avoid this situation the deploying units

were filled from sources beyond 1st Cav-

alry: other units at Fort Hood and “pass-

backs” that were filled from other

installations—creating ripple effects well

beyond Fort Hood.

Other installations not as large as

Fort Hood face an even more difficult

problem. Figure 7 illustrates the situation

we anticipated for Fort Drum (the 10th

Mountain Division), which supported the

next rotation after Fort Hood. This figure

shows how the effects on stay-behind units

are magnified at smaller posts, where the demand is proportionately greater, and in key sub-

elements of the force (such as specific grades and military occupational specialties (MOSs)).

The 10th Mountain Division, for example, was initially expected to deploy soldiers rep-

resenting about 43 percent of its authorizations. However, at the outset only about 80 percent

of the NCO authorizations at Fort Drum were filled. These two factors—a high fraction to be

deployed and a low fill rate—drove the results in the right-hand portion of Figure 7.17

The right side of the figure shows the resulting rates of wartime deployability among

NCOs in a range of MOSs in the stay-behind units. In many MOSs, the wartime deployability

rate drops below 65 percent (a readiness rating of “P3”) in the stay-behind units. This is the

direct result of the drain of personnel into the deploying units and the countermovement of

nondeployable soldiers into the stay-behinds.

The Tradeoff Between Overseas Fill Rates and CONUS Stabilization
A final secondary effect concerns the ability of the personnel system to support the individual

rotation requirements of the whole Army, and an important related problem: keeping enough

NCOs available to rotate to permanent stations overseas.

To begin with, we identified the status of all NCOs in the force (about 173,000). Then,

to isolate the pool of NCOs who are actually available to rotate outside the continental United

States (OCONUS), we subtracted various groups of soldiers who by policy should not be
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Nondeployability Problems Affect the Readiness of Stay-Behind Units

17This figure portrays the situation given plans in late 1998. Since that time, evolving plans reduced the fraction deployed, altering this
picture.
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rotated overseas for a specified time. For example, at any given time some soldiers are in spe-

cial assignments of fixed length (recruiters, drill instructors, AC-RC support, etc.), and some are

in the TTHS account.18 In addition, some are stabilized as a result of a previous overseas tour

or due to a recent stint in a high-priority assignment (such as recruiting duty) that guarantees

stability for a period of time in the next assignment. Finally, some soldiers are “fenced.” For

example, in 1998–1999 fences were established at Forts Hood, Drum, Riley, and Carson. Also,

some special groups are typically fenced, such as elements of XVIII Corps, special operations,

and 4th Infantry Division (the site of the Army’s “Force XXI” experiments with technology

advances and digitization).

The result is that not enough NCOs

are available to both (a) meet desired fill

rates in OCONUS units and (b) meet

desired goals for keeping people on station

after burdensome tours. One of these goals

must be traded off for the other.

Figure 8 shows the result of a pre-

liminary analysis on that tradeoff. The 

Y-axis represents the fill rate for OCONUS

units (in Europe and Korea). The X-axis

represents the number of years that the

Army can keep a stabilized soldier on sta-

tion in CONUS (after an assignment call-

ing for subsequent stabilization).

The green line shows the situation

given current strength levels for NCOs.

Under these conditions, if the Army wants

to achieve 90 percent fill overseas, it must accept a figure of about 1.5 years for stabilization. In

contrast, the Army’s goal calls for a 3-year period of stabilization. Alternatively, we can move to

another point on the green line. For example, we could attempt to achieve a full two years’ stabi-

lization—but only at the cost of having 73 percent fill in units overseas.

Of course, in principle there is the option of increasing the Army’s structure to get more

NCOs, attempting to “buy out” the problem. Although this may not seem politically feasible,

we wanted to know how much it would take to execute this buyout. Our rough calculations indi-

cated that by getting 12,000 more NCOs, the Army could move to the situation illustrated by

the black line, where it could achieve, say, a 90 percent fill rate with two years’ stabilization.
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Analysis of these phenomena is continuing, so we have not yet drawn firm conclusions.

Our aim is to model the dynamics of this system much more directly to explore the Army’s pos-

sible options and to deepen our understanding of what is really driving this system. But as we

look forward to upcoming reviews of the Army’s forces and posture, we already see several key

points that should be considered by senior decisionmakers.

First, small deployments—Bosnia is only 6,500 people—have larger ripple effects across

the entire force. Second, they create extensive turbulence, which has the potential to undermine

Army readiness and adversely affect the quality of life for soldiers and their families. Third,

these effects spread across the Army. They do not limit themselves to a few specific subelements.

For example, we cannot solve these problems by buying more support structure at the expense

of combat structure, or vice versa. Fourth, the end result is to increase pressure on Army end

strength and structure. The dynamics of this system clearly use more people than a static view-

point would suggest. Finally, there is no single evident solution. All solutions that we have con-

sidered involve tradeoffs against goals that are widely held to be important, both by the Army

and DoD.

New Options for Improving Army Deployments
To assess the system’s current behavior and its underlying drivers, analysts need a model to

describe personnel flows and capture the phenomena associated with deployments such as

Bosnia. That model, of course, should also be able to consider alternative strategies that might

help solve the problems. For example, we have begun to consider options such as

• Changing from unit rotations to individual rotations to Bosnia.

• Drawing more upon personnel in the Reserve Components.

• Supporting deployments directly from overseas locations (such as forces stationed in

Europe).

• Somewhat more radically, instituting individual replacements but using more volun-

teers, perhaps compensating them at a higher rate (just as we now pay enlistment and

reenlistment bonuses).

As we move toward assessing such options, we also need a clear set of criteria for scoring

the good and bad effects they may create. The major criteria would include unit integrity,

deployability, and readiness; soldier and family quality of life; retention; and cost. We hope to

stimulate discussion about the possible options and how the Army could choose among them.

By way of illustration, we can sketch an approach to considering one alternative, namely

individual replacements. Figure 9 indicates how this might work, again illustrating the situation

for 19K soldiers.

At present, the Army has about 18 percent of its 19K soldiers in Europe, 6 percent in

Korea, and the remainder in CONUS. Note, however, that a substantial fraction of the
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CONUS soldiers are in TDA positions,

not in TOE units.19 For example, 1,240

19Ks are stationed at Fort Knox alone.

Altogether there are 6,400 in TOE units

and 1,980 in TDA units (from which the

Army would probably not want to draw

persons to rotate to Bosnia).

The table at the bottom of Figure 9

shows how much of the CONUS force

would be needed, and how often, to sup-

port individual replacements for Bosnia.

For example, if we retained the six-month

tour to Bosnia (current policy), that would

require 1,056 soldiers per year. And that,

in turn, would require the Army each year

to withdraw 16.5 percent of soldiers in all

TOE units for a tour to Bosnia. In other

words, during one year in the typical state-

side unit, 16.5 percent of the soldiers

would be absent for a six-month period in Bosnia. This suggests a potential readiness effect that

the Army would need to consider carefully before accepting. In effect, it would create a signif-

icant amount of turbulence in all units, in place of the appreciably greater amount of turbulence

now being concentrated in fewer units.

These calculations suggest the essential problem facing the Army (and the other ser-

vices): The existing force structure, by and large, is already committed to certain functions and

locations. To undertake new functions—such as the recent deployments to Bosnia, Kosovo,

Haiti, or Somalia—the Army must divert some personnel who are already committed. But, as

we have illustrated, it is not simple to deduce which personnel will be diverted or which units

will be affected, let alone to quantify the effects on unit readiness. What is certain is that the

effects range well beyond the particular units that are selected to deploy. The ramifications for

the entire force are unclear thus far, but they are likely to figure prominently in future debates

about national defense posture. ■

FIGURE 9
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Reshaping Retail Stockage: 
Replicating Fort Campbell Success 
in a Heavy Division

Retail stocks, mostly defined by Authorized Stockage Lists (ASLs), are an important

consumer of Army resources, a primary driver of repair times (and therefore readi-

ness), and a critical component of the “footprint” of deploying forces. The Arroyo

Center, supporting implementation of the Velocity Manage-

ment initiative, is helping develop and implement new stock-

age ideas in the ASLs of the 101st Air Assault Division with an

eye to reducing the length of time that a customer waits to

receive a part. An example of these new customer-focused

ideas is “dollar cost banding,” which is a method for deter-

mining stock levels that takes into account both the cost and

criticality of an item rather than simply the number of demands

for it over time. For example, it imposes less stringent criteria

for relatively inexpensive items, resulting in more being stocked,

and more stringent criteria for expensive items. The result is

dramatic improvements in supply performance for both routine and high-priority requests,

while reducing investment in parts by over 50 percent and decreasing the size of the ASL.

Implementation has also recently been completed at the 3rd Infantry Division and is

ongoing at several other units. Exhaustive analysis and simulation runs suggest that similar suc-

cess will be achieved. As a result, the Arroyo Center is working to get the concepts of cost band-

ing into Army policy and information systems to propagate the benefits across the Army. ■

IN BRIEF

“Dollar cost banding” is a
method for determining stock 
levels that takes into account
both the cost and criticality 
of an item rather than simply the
number of demands over time.
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The Army “Smart Buyer” 
Capability Is at Risk

Today the Army has a solid “smart buyer” capability, that is, a core of scientists and

engineers who can meet on a level playing field with their industry counterparts when

dealing with the technical issues surrounding concept design, research and develop-

ment, and system procurement. This capability is crucial to the Army’s maintaining technolog-

ical superiority, and technological superiority is, in turn, central to making the Army After Next

a reality. However, continuing pressure to reduce workforces and contract for services puts this

capability at risk.

Work at the Arroyo Center shows that three ingredients are necessary to ensure the

Army’s smart buyer capability:

• Collaborative research environment.

• Good communications with users.

• A cadre of talented and trained technical staff.

Technology changes fast, and the Army’s scientists and engineers must stay abreast of that

change, which means knowing what is happening in their own labs as well as those of industry,

academia, and other government organizations. This exposure is important, and collaborations

can help immeasurably. One obstacle to collaborations, particularly with industry, has been the

Army’s reluctance to embrace the various acquisition reform initiatives. A program to educate

the science and technology workforce, like the one created to

introduce integrated product teams, can help break down this

cultural barrier.

There must be good communications between the

smart buyers and the Army’s concept and material developers.

In some cases, the communications channels are convoluted,

moving up one command chain before coming down another.

Direct communications across chains would be beneficial.

Gaining and retaining a talented cadre of technical staff is critical, but the Army is 

confronting some substantial problems. These are illustrated by the staffing statistics at the

Army Research Laboratory. Figure 10 shows that few members of the science and engineering

staff are under age 30, which means that there is a small “feeder group” for the higher ranks.

Continuing pressure to reduce
workforces and contract for 

services puts the “smart buyer”
capability at risk.
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Second, the population tends to bunch at the GS 13 grade level. Finally, most departures are

voluntary, and very few are involuntary, which suggests that capable people are leaving for bet-

ter jobs with higher salary and promotion potential.

To alleviate the problems outlined above, the Arroyo Center recommends that the Army

• Establish work environments that contain a substantial number of collaborative efforts.

• Ensure that the work environments foster communications among smart buyers, con-

cept developers, and materiel developers.

• Maintain a cadre of talented technical staff by employing the full range of recruiting

tools; implement career development programs to develop necessary skills; and foster

influences that encourage promising scientists and engineers to remain, e.g., career and

pay advancement initiatives. ■

FIGURE 10

The Army Research Laboratory Is Facing Serious Personnel Problems
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An Army Energy Strategy: 
Imperative and Opportunity

Energy conservation has not been a top priority for DoD or the Army. The federal gov-

ernment consumes only a small fraction (1.5 percent) of the nation’s energy, and the

Army is a minority consumer of the DoD share. Furthermore, recent fuel prices are

low (comparable in real terms with those before the 1973 oil embargo), and even a significant

increase in fuel costs would not jeopardize Army programs.20 Annual fuel costs for the Army are

about $1 billion, an important sum to be sure, but a relatively modest slice of the annual budget.

This situation notwithstanding, Arroyo Center research suggests that the Army would do

well to develop an updated energy strategy for the following reasons:

• Much of the logistics tail is dedicated to fuel requirements. Shrinking that tail is essen-

tial to achieving the Chief of Staff’s vision of a more responsive Army.

• Given the attention paid to global warming, it is reasonable to anticipate directed

energy reductions. Even though the federal government uses only a small part of the

nation’s energy, DoD is the majority consumer in the government (82 percent), so

reductions would fall most heavily there. The Army needs a strategy to protect against

mandated reductions and to hedge against an uncertain future.

• The federal government is likely to take an active role in developing technologies that

can support economic growth while reducing CO2 emissions. The Army has a chance

to participate in and benefit from these programs.

Arroyo Center analysts recommend that the Army

adopt a three-tier strategy. As a minimum and in addition to

the current program, the Army should Stand Tall and Prepare,

by which is meant take credit for and promote what the Army

wants to do while preparing for major directed reductions. An

important component of this tier is to incorporate into the

weapon acquisition system the total costs of fuel use in fight-

ing vehicles, namely, the large fuel supply infrastructure (peo-

ple and hardware) that must be maintained in peacetime to

Arroyo Center analysts 
recommend that the Army adopt 
a three-tier strategy to Stand Tall

and Prepare, Invest in Hedging
Options, and Seek Leadership in

Model Energy Programs.

20U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Review 1998, DOE/EIA-0384(98), Washington,
D.C., July 1999, Table 5-22.
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meet wartime consumption. A more aggressive approach would lead the Army to Invest in Hedg-

ing Options, i.e., assume that energy costs more than current prices indicate and make modest

investments that hedge against more extensive restrictions. Here the opportunity is to improve

significantly the energy performance in new construction at Army installations. At the highest

level, the Army would seek Leadership in Model Energy Programs, working with other agencies as a

leader in implementing emerging energy technologies in its vehicles, facilities, and buildings. ■
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A Prototype Equipment Downtime
Analyzer Can Improve Readiness

Through the Velocity Management initiative, the Army has been working to adapt best

business practices to make logistics processes faster, better, and cheaper. The goal of

this initiative is to improve the Army’s ability to keep equipment ready while reduc-

ing total support costs. In industry, businesses often use information systems to determine how

each part of the organization affects profitability. While equipment readiness can be considered

an equivalent “bottom-line” measure, the Army has no analogous mechanism for determining

how logistics processes affect that measure.

The Army should have an integrated data system that enables managers to “break apart”

readiness results to show the contribution of each process—whether for real-time management

prioritization or from a historical perspective for process improvement. These capabilities

would make it easier to focus constrained resources where they would have the greatest effect

on keeping equipment ready to fight, whether by improving equipment reliability or by reduc-

ing repair time.

The Arroyo Center has found that although the Army’s current data systems capture the

information necessary to feed such a system, the data are not sufficiently archived and inte-

grated. Accordingly, the Arroyo Center developed a prototype decision support tool that links

supply and maintenance processes at all echelons to equip-

ment readiness. The system is called the Equipment Down-

time Analyzer (EDA). The EDA provides a history, identified

by specific vehicle, of every mechanical failure that makes a

vehicle inoperable, tying in information on logistics actions

(e.g., stages of repair, supply actions) required to return the

system to ready status. By combining these records in differ-

ent ways, the EDA can serve as the basis for a variety of tools

configured to the needs of disparate users such as item man-

agers, weapon designers, process improvement teams,

materiel management centers, and shop officers. An item manager, for instance, could use the

EDA to monitor deadlining trends at the user level, thereby enabling preventive responses to

emerging problems before they create major readiness problems. A maintenance supervisor

could use the EDA to learn that a unit is slow to pick up parts available at supply, extending

organizational-level repair time.

The Arroyo Center demonstrated
the viability of the EDA concept by

archiving and integrating the 
necessary functional data from one

division through special means.
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The Arroyo Center demonstrated the viability of the EDA concept by archiving and inte-

grating the necessary functional data from one division through special means. At the Arroyo

Center’s recommendation, these data are now being archived Army-wide at a central location.

The Arroyo Center will evaluate the quality and comprehensiveness of the archiving effort and

will continue to explore potential uses of the EDA and develop prototype metrics and decision

support products. To do so, Arroyo will partner with several organizations in the Army to

develop reports tailored to the needs of different users. The objective is to provide production

system requirements to the Army and help develop an implementation plan. This plan should

include embedding the capability into Global Command and Control System—Army. ■
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ROTC Scholarships: 
An 80 Percent Plan Offers 
the Best Return

ROTC is an important component of the Army’s effort to recruit and retain future offi-

cers. For the past two years (1998 and 1999), the Army has not commissioned enough

new officers to meet requirements. In addition, the requirement is increasing from

3,800 officers to 3,900 starting in 2001, with further increases under consideration. Part of the

Army’s difficulty is that most commissions now require scholarship awards, a situation that is

markedly different from the 1980s and earlier. The Arroyo Center has been analyzing ways to

increase scholarship offerings to support the commissioning mission and still attract students

from a wide variety of colleges and universities.

As a way of expanding the scholarship program at an affordable cost, the Arroyo Center

recommends that the Army consider a plan in which students could receive partial room and

board coverage. This plan requires a change in the law because current statutes preclude using

scholarships to pay room and board. In this program, students could receive a total package for

tuition, room, and board up to $5,500. While such a program might be open to all students, it

would be in-state students at public schools—the largest potential ROTC market—who would

fall under the $5,500 threshold. This plan would increase the average cost of in-state public

scholarships by about $2,600 (up to $10 million overall); how-

ever, the net effect of the increase could be reduced by allo-

cating more of these less expensive public-school scholarships

in lieu of more expensive scholarships at private schools, or by

changing the in-state versus out-of-state mix at public schools.

Notably, researchers estimate that the plan would enable the

Army to substantially increase ROTC enrollments at public

colleges for only $5,500 per scholarship per year. The market

potential of this plan is several thousand more scholarships,

and the plan could easily meet present and anticipated com-

missioning needs.

To expand the scholarship program within what is possible under current law, Arroyo

Center analysts favor an “80 percent plan.” The current plan caps most scholarships at $16,000,

although a few prestigious private schools have a limited number of $20,000 scholarships.

Notably, researchers estimate 
that the plan would enable 

the Army to substantially increase
ROTC enrollments at public 
colleges for only $5,500 per 

scholarship per year. 

IN BRIEF
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Arroyo Center analysts concluded that several advantages would be offered by an alternative

plan paying full tuition up to a cap of $12,500 or up to 80 percent of tuition for expensive

schools. First, the 80 percent plan reduces the average cost per scholarship. Second, the plan

enables the Army to improve tuition coverage at the nation’s prestigious private schools while

providing good coverage at all school types (public, private, prestigious private, military, and

historically black). Third, the analysis suggests that the 80 percent plan has a better market

potential than does the $16,000 plan. With sufficient extra funding, the 80 percent plan could

market about 500 more scholarships than a $16,000 plan (yielding about 150 extra commissions

per year). This plan could likely meet the near-term commission requirements of 3,900,

although the room and board plan might be less expensive. ■



Accelerated Logistics: 
Streamlining the Army’s 
Supply Chain
Mark Y. D. Wang
MR-1140-A

In June 1998, U.S. Vice Presi-
dent Al Gore and the National
Partnership for Reinventing
Government presented a team
of Army logisticians and RAND
analysts the “Hammer Award”
in recognition of a great accom-
plishment: making Army logis-
tics work better and cost less.
This report documents that

achievement. Started in 1995, the Army’s Velocity Management (VM)
initiative sought to improve the responsiveness, reliability, and effi-
ciency of the Army’s then outdated logistics systems. Since then the
Army has dramatically streamlined its supply process, cutting order
and ship times for repair parts by 75 percent at all major installations
and by 50 percent nationwide. Building on the story of VM’s success,
the author demonstrates how this simple yet powerful process
improvement methodology has transformed the Army’s supply sys-
tem into a set of customer-focused processes honed to deliver 
supplies where they are needed, when they are needed. An organiza-
tional structure made up of senior Army leadership, site and process
improvement teams, and continuing analytic support from RAND
catalyzed the institutionalization of this cultural change; VM’s
Define-Measure-Improve methodology sustained it. At each installa-
tion, simple rules such as “clear the floor each day” helped slash pro-
cessing delays. The performance of each segment was also measured,
with immediate and specific feedback on how to improve. The imple-
mentation and optimization of a reliable high-volume distribution

system proved instrumental in providing the Army with premium-
level service that is faster, better, and cheaper. As a result, Army cus-
tomers now routinely receive the quick and dependable level of
service they have come to expect from a high-performing commer-
cial supply chain.

Agility by a Different Measure: 
Creating a More Flexible U.S. Army
Thomas McNaugher, David Johnson, Jerry Sollinger
IP-195

This issue paper argues that the Army’s efforts to deploy forces more
rapidly is more than a matter of lightening the force. Equally impor-
tant is the ability to deploy novel components of units that in turn
plug into higher headquarters in unusual ways. The changes
demanded by this requirement will not only enhance the Army’s abil-
ity to perform stability and support operations but will also improve
its capability in early-entry operations. The unit that went to Soma-
lia as part of the relief operation had to cope with a much greater
span of control than normal because of the many attachments it had,
a much wider geographical dispersion of its units, a range of unfa-
miliar tasks, and political-military issues. The ability to coordinate
with different organizations can also help in the early entry opera-
tions. Arroyo Center analysis suggests that early-deploying forces
would be more effective if they traded some direct-fire assets for
deep-strike capabilities that normally reside at corps and higher 
levels. That is, the force would improve by pushing higher-level
capabilities and the tools to control them down to the lower levels.
To respond to these demands, the Army will have to push current
capabilities to lower levels, create new some new ones (e.g., commu-
nications to reach out, up, and back), and develop training routines
so units can practice.
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The Army After Next: Exploring New Concepts and Technologies
for the Light Battle Force
John Matsumura, Randall Steeb, Tom Herbert, Scot Eisenhard,
John Gordon, Maren Leed, Gail Halverson
DB-258-A

Planning for the long-term future raises many difficult problems and
fundamental uncertainties. The Army After Next (AAN) was
designed to establish a long-term vision of the U.S. Army and to
ensure that this vision informs Army research and development
efforts. As part of AAN, a series of high-level wargames is being con-
ducted to identify and explore issues affecting the development of the
Army in the next century.

In this report, Arroyo researchers assist that effort by provid-
ing simulation-based analytic support to explore operational con-
cepts and technology options for the light battle force concept. In
particular the authors examine two critical aspects of that concept:
survivability and lethality. A key capability of a light battle force is to
hide and wait for the right opportunity and then create a “virtual
ambush,” resulting in a shock or disintegration of the enemy. This
kind of defeat is contrasted with more traditional attrition in that it
greatly compresses the time in which lethality occurs. The concept
envisions allowing an advancing threat to penetrate, and then the
battle force unleashes massive simultaneous fires from afar and closer
in. To accomplish this, unprecedented amounts of survivability, pos-
sibly in the form of stealth, and lethality, in the form of precision-
guided weapons, would be required.

The Army and Multinational Force Compatibility
Michele Zanini, Jennifer M. Taw
MR-1154-A

Over the next decade, political and economic considerations will
often cause the United States to seek coalition partners, despite its
capability to act unilaterally in many circumstances. While this is
nothing new, what is new is the U.S. Army’s rapid modernization,
relative to its allies and potential coalition partners. As part of Force
XXI, the Army plans to have a digitized division by 2000, a digitized
corps by the end of fiscal 2004, and the entire force digitized by
2020–2025. As the Army progresses toward these goals, it must
ensure adequate compatibility between its digitized units and the rest
of the Army. The objective of this study was to determine how the
Army’s technological developments for Force XXI will affect multi-
national force compatibility, and how significantly.

The Art of Darkness: 
Deception and Urban 
Operations
Scott Gerwehr, Russell Glenn
MR-1132-A

If recent history is any guide,
U.S. forces will probably be
called upon to operate in urban
environments across a range of
missions in the future. Unfortu-
nately, current doctrine, train-
ing, and technology are inade-
quate to support U.S. forces in
future urban operations. Indeed,
many of the advantages U.S.

forces possess are curbed or eliminated by the distinctive qualities of
the urban environment. One area of potential vulnerability for U.S.
forces is facing adversaries’ use of deception.

The research reported here was undertaken to gain a better
understanding of the relationship between deception and the urban
environment: first, to explore the power of deception when employed
against U.S. forces in urban operations; and second, to evaluate the
potential value of deception when used by U.S. forces in urban oper-
ations. For those who wish to contend on the 21st century urban bat-
tlefield, it would be advisable to consider deception more fully from
both the “what will we see?” and prescriptive “what should we do?”
vantage points. Prediction requires a careful review and analysis of
historical precedent, as well as embracing deception as an important
component of urban exercises and simulations. Prescription means
improving the training, methods, and technologies for integrating
deception more fully into the operational framework—at every level
of war.

Changing Bureaucratic Behavior: 
Acquisition Reform in the Department of Defense
Conrad Schmidt
MR-1094-A

Recent efforts to reinvent government have extended to the acquisi-
tion systems and policies of the Department of Defense. The Army
took the lead in implementing the new policy by directing its
employees to replace all military specifications and standards in the
acquisition process with performance-based specifications. Later,
when Army leadership found its policy to be encountering resistance
from the acquisition workforce, it wanted to know why.

As this study shows, part of the reason is that not all members
of the acquisition workforce have responded in the same way to
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This study reviews the Army’s current approach to establish-
ing requirements for military land use and evaluates the policy
changes that might occur with a comprehensive strategy. The
authors conclude that physical—not organizational—boundaries,
along with advances in weapon systems, are the decisive factors in
determining land requirements. With each installation determining
its own land needs, a true optimization of “total Army land use” is
impossible. Nevertheless, the study finds that a broad subset of Army
installations would benefit from additional land and that a policy of
protecting and acquiring lands for those installations when feasible 
is a rational one. The study recommends that the Army attempt to
overcome organizational and institutional boundaries in order to
form a clear statement of the overall approach to determining land
requirements. Such a strategy would help clarify the continued need
for land despite the drop in the overall defense budget.

Dollars and Sense: 
A Process Improvement
Approach to Logistics 
Financial Management
Marygail K. Brauner, 
Ellen M. Pint, John R. 
Bondanella, Daniel A. Relles,
Paul Steinberg
MR-1131-A

As the Army has implemented
initiatives to improve its basic
logistics processes, it has found
that these processes are ham-
pered by a financial manage-
ment system that is slow and

inaccurate and that creates errors and delays. This report documents
analysis supporting the Army’s effort to improve its logistics financial
management (FM) processes using Velocity Management’s Define-
Measure-Improve methodology. In defining the FM process,
researchers developed process maps that showed that the delivery of
conflicting information from the supply and finance systems forces
units to create time-consuming, manual reconciliation processes to
determine their remaining budgets. Researchers identified metrics to
measure performance: quality of price and credit information and
financial wait time—the time it takes for a supply transaction to be
closed out in the financial system. To improve the quality of price and
credit information and eliminate the need for manual reconciliation,
the researchers recommended that the prices and credits in place
when a transaction is first undertaken should be the prices and cred-
its that are used for all records of the transaction.

reform initiatives. Because of a range of behavioral factors, such as
personal intentions, institutional rules, self-interest, and social con-
trols, military and contracting personnel have proved to be more sup-
portive and compliant toward reform while civilian employees have
tended to resist it. To break down this functional resistance within
the acquisition workforce, the study recommends targeting training,
information, and communications that address programmatic issues
to the resistant civilian elements of the acquisition workforce.

The City’s Many Faces: 
Proceedings of the Arroyo
Center—Marine Corps
Warfighting Lab—J8 Urban
Working Group Conference
On Joint Urban Operations
Russell W. Glenn, editor
CF-148-A

The Arroyo Center, in conjunc-
tion with the Marine Corps
Warfighting Lab and J8 Urban
Working Group, provided the
urban operations community a
broad spectrum of descriptive
and analytical presentations in

its conference held April 13–14, 1999. The event sought to provide a
forum for information exchange and debate on the complete range of
possible urban operations likely to challenge U.S. national interests
in the next generation. Such activities could include operations at 
the strategic, operational, and tactical levels of war; domestic and
international events; combat, stability, and support missions; service,
joint, multinational, and interagency operations, in addition to those
involving both active and reserve component forces from the U.S.
military; and issues concerning homeland defense and weapons of
mass destruction.

Does the Army Have a National Land Use Strategy?
David Rubenson, Robert Weissler, Carolyn Wong, Robert Everson
MR-1064-A

The Army and the Department of Defense have a long-term need to
gain access to land for training and testing. Both have been criticized
for failing to determine their overall land needs, and for pursuing
land expansions without a rational strategy. Indeed, critics argue that
there is an aggregate oversupply of military land and that the inabil-
ity to share resources across organizational boundaries has resulted in
a failure to optimize use.

44
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Enhancing the Retention of Army Noncommissioned Officers
Herbert J. Shukiar, John D. Winkler, John E. Peters
MR-1186-A

The objective of the noncommissioned officer (NCO) leader devel-
opment workshop conducted by Arroyo and the U.S. Army
Sergeants Major Academy in April 1997 was to identify the assump-
tions underpinning the Army’s current NCO leader development
mechanisms and evaluate the robustness of those assumptions. Moti-
vated by issues raised during the workshop, the research had three
major thrusts. First, the authors examined the characteristics of
NCOs and the positions to which they are assigned. The second
research thrust examined the improvement in experience levels when
E7 and E8 retention control points (RCP) are extended in an attempt
to keep NCOs beyond the point where they would be required to
separate. The third research thrust examined the implications of
improved E5 and E6 retention in the seventh through tenth years of
service. The analysis clearly points to improving fast-tracker E5/E6
mid-career retention as having a higher impact on the force structure
than selectively relaxing E7/E8 RCPs. Improving the retention
behavior of mid-career fast trackers in hard-to-retain or high-tech
MOSs focuses on the NCOs the Army wants to retain. The fact that
their retention behavior mirrors that of their at- and below-grade col-
leagues should make them prime targets for retention-improvement
efforts. Such efforts should include accelerated education opportuni-
ties, improved self-development venues, and financial incentives.

Evaluating Five Proposed 
Price and Credit Policies for
the Army
Marygail K. Brauner, 
Ellen M. Pint, Daniel A. Relles,
John R. Bondanella, 
Paul Steinberg, Rick Eden
DB-291-A

As the Army moves toward
implementation of a Single Stock
Fund, some of the important
decisions to be made involve the
pricing and credit policies that
will be adopted. In the spring of
1998, the Army established a

Credit/Pricing Integrated Product Team to develop alternative poli-
cies and identify criteria for evaluating them. The Arroyo Center was
tasked to conduct the evaluation. This documented briefing docu-
ments the key findings of that evaluation. Five alternatives were eval-
uated, including one that has already been selected as the interim

policy and a variant of the interim policy that incorporates a number
of potential enhancements. The analysis utilized detailed data from
across the Army to understand the effect of each alternative on the
funds that the field would require to maintain equipment readiness
and the resources that the working capital fund must have to remain
solvent. The study concluded that the interim policy would be supe-
rior to the current policy in many respects, but it includes features
that are likely to increase total Army procurement and repair costs.
The alternative that included enhancements to the interim policy
would likely avoid these shortcomings.

Evolution and Endurance: 
The U.S. Army Division in the Twentieth Century
Richard W. Kedzior
MR-1211-A

In light of ongoing deliberations surrounding the efficacy of the 
division in today’s Army, this brief history of the 20th century Army
division explores its major design eras and characteristics and the 
reasons for its staying power within the Army’s force structure. Sev-
eral secondary sources were surveyed to identify the critical factors
that have driven change to the division over time: flexibility, fire-
power, agility (timeliness, mobility, and deployability), sustainability,
and economy (manpower and money). The division has been able to
endure because its design is inherently flexible, powerful, and
amenable to modernization and adaptation. To illustrate the reasons
for change, the author explores the four significant design eras that
mark the 20th century division: World War I’s square division, World
War II’s triangular armored and infantry divisions, the Pentomic
division of the 1950s, and the modern ROAD and Army of Excel-
lence heavy divisions. The airmobile, light infantry, and digital divi-
sions are also briefly examined.

Expandability of the 21st Century Army
James A. Dewar, Steven C. Bankes, Sean Edwards
MR-1190-A

The nonpolitical impediments to expanding today’s Army are well
understood. The first bottleneck is training, particularly advanced
brigade- and division-level training. After there are sufficient trained
brigades to man available equipment, the main impediment would
become the ability of the industrial base to produce more equipment.
The goals of this research were to develop a framework for studying
expandability in the future and to use that framework to study how
expandability issues might change. The framework centered around
a simplified model of the expansion process and an exploratory mod-
eling environment for parametrically “wandering around” among
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plausible futures looking for “interesting” regions. There were few
interesting regions to be found. Said another way, today’s expand-
ability issues and impediments are likely to persist in most reasonable
futures.

Forecasting the Effects Of Army XXI Design upon Multinational
Force Compatibility
Brian Nichiporuk
DB-279-A

It is likely that most future U.S. Army operations will be conducted
with allies or as part of a coalition; thus, the ability of the Army to
operate effectively in concert with other nations is an important
issue. This documented briefing identifies the aspects of Army XXI
that could create difficulties in multinational force compatibility, and
it recommends policies and procedures to ameliorate the problems.
The analysis focuses on the Army’s ability to operate with West
European NATO forces because they have more modern equipment
than our other allies and partners and have worked in conjunction
with the U.S. Army for years. If Force XXI advances create compat-
ibility problems with NATO forces, the problems are likely to be
greater with other allies and partners. Some of the key aspects of
Army XXI (C4I, force employment, logistics) could make it harder to
operate as part of a multinational force, especially in short-warning
contingencies requiring power projection outside of Europe. Three
policy/procedural approaches would help reduce incompatibility:
anticipating command structure requirements, increased technical/
operational information sharing, and intensified engagement efforts.

Getting the Musicians of Mars on the Same Sheet of Music: 
Army Joint, Multinational, and Interagency C4ISR Interoperability
Russell W. Glenn, Sean Edwards, David Johnson, Jay Bruder,
Michael Scheiern, Elwyn D. Harris, Jody A. Jacobs, Iris Kameny,
John Pinder
DB-288-A (For Official Use Only)

The Army’s rapidly expanding capabilities in the command, control,
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance (C4ISR) realm have brought the service significant operational
benefits. They have also challenged its ability to integrate the many
processes, products, and systems resulting from this expansion. This
study analyzes Army C4ISR interoperability with the nation’s other
services and encompasses multinational and interagency (govern-
mental and civilian) considerations. The research included a review of
pertinent studies previously conducted by RAND, an extensive litera-
ture search, and a number of interviews with those who had partici-
pated in recent Balkan and other operations worldwide. This docu-

mented briefing presents the study findings and possible approaches
for overcoming identified shortfalls. These potential solutions are
presented by chronological period (short term, 2000–2002; middle
term, 2003–2009; and longer term, 2010–2015) and by functional
area (service and joint responsibilities, procedures, procurement,
structure, technology, communications, security, training, force
structure, collection and processing, and general observations).

Ground Forces for a Rapidly
Employable Joint Task Force:
First-Week Capabilities for
Short-Warning Conflicts
Eugene C. Gritton, 
Paul K. Davis, Randall Steeb,
John Matsumura
MR-1152-OSD/A

In many military interventions
to deter or thwart an invader
entering a country friendly to
the United States, the United
States would benefit greatly
from being able to employ—
within days rather than weeks—

a joint task force that would combine long-range fires from aircraft
and missiles with maneuver forces on the ground. Although long-
range fires alone might be sufficient in some cases, in many others
they would not. If suitable maneuver forces existed and could be
used, they could greatly enhance the effectiveness of long-range fires,
add their own damage and disruption of the enemy, hedge against
some potential failures of the fires, and accomplish other important
objectives. They could be especially valuable for conflicts in mixed
terrain, and in conflicts in which they linked up with other significant
friendly forces. They could be quite useful in smaller-scale contin-
gencies as well as major wars.

This report is a think-piece describing a concept for such a
ground force component of a rapidly deployable joint task force
based on available technology and/or technology that is reasonably
achievable. The authors conclude that a joint task force approach
combining long-range fires with a rapid-deployment ground force
consisting of an early allied-support force, a light mobile infantry
force, and a light mechanized force has a great deal of potential for
major wars and for certain kinds of small-scale contingencies. Indeed,
the potential is so great that they recommend vigorous efforts,
including service and joint experiments, to establish a more reliable
empirical base.
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Identifying Potential Ethnic
Conflict: Application of a
Process Model
Thomas S. Szayna, editor
MR-1188-A

Intrastate communitarian strife,
often dubbed “ethnic conflict,”
has gained much attention in
the aftermath of the Cold War.
Certainly, intrastate conflict has
been by far the dominant form
of strife in the world in the
1990s. This report outlines a
model for anticipating the occur-
rence of communitarian and

ethnic conflict. The model is not a mechanistic tool, but a process-
based heuristic device with a threefold purpose: (1) to order the ana-
lyst’s thinking about the logic and dynamics of potential ethnically
based violence and to aid in defining the information-collection
requirements of such an analysis; (2) to provide a general conceptual
framework about how ethnic grievances form and group mobilization
occurs and how these could lead to violence under certain conditions;
and (3) to assist the intelligence community with the long-range
assessment of possible ethnic strife. The theoretical model explains
how the potential for strife should be understood; how the potential
for strife is transformed, through mobilization, into a likelihood of
strife; and how extant state capacities interact through a process of
strategic bargaining with mobilized groups to produce, under certain
conditions, varying degrees of strife. Use of the model is demon-
strated through its application to four case studies, two retrospective
(Yugoslavia and South Africa) and two prospective (Ethiopia and
Saudi Arabia).

Joint Operations Superiority in the 21st Century: 
Analytic Support to the 1998 Defense Science Board
John Matsumura, Randall Steeb, Ernst Isensee, Tom Herbert, 
Scot Eisenhard, and John Gordon
DB-260-A/OSD

The Defense Science Board has been seeking ways to help the
Department of Defense realize key concepts for fighting future wars.
RAND analysts have been supporting the Board, primarily with sim-
ulation experiments.

In this report, RAND analysts investigate four quick-response
scenarios ranging from using only standoff weapons to attack a
mobile enemy force to using standoff weapons together with an agile

maneuver force that attacked soft targets. They offer two conclu-
sions. First, it is clear that standoff weapons will play a key role, but
precision engagement has several weaknesses. Technology may be
able to ameliorate these, but the investment could be substantial.
Furthermore, some limitations may not be overcome at any price.
Enemy behavior, particularly in difficult terrain, can easily stalemate
precision weapons. Second, the ground maneuver capabilities
explored in this analysis require development of important capabili-
ties. Current quick-reaction forces can deploy rapidly but are not
very maneuverable once they arrive. Thus they can carry out only a
limited number of missions, and, more important, they can be
bypassed or attacked. An agile maneuver capability changes the equa-
tion, because the force could set up ambushes or pursue an enemy
that decided to bypass it. Should the enemy choose to engage, the
reaction force could use its maneuverability to disengage and attack
later at a time and place of its choosing.

Keeping the Warfighting Edge: An Empirical Analysis of Army
Officers’ Tactical Expertise over the 1990s
Maren Leed
DB-307-A

Because of high rates of deployments combined with other missions,
some observers argue that today’s smaller Army is edging toward
shortfalls in training and personnel readiness. Interviews conducted
by the RAND Arroyo Center during 1998 and 1999 at most
warfighting brigades in the continental United States indicated that
some commanders expect an eventual degradation in the tactical
competence of future leaders. This expectation was attributed both
to shorter tenure in key developmental positions and fewer opportu-
nities within those assignments to participate in field training. The
project then undertook an empirical analysis of personnel data to
assess whether assignment length and general career patterns had
changed over the 1990s. Primary data on the content of key devel-
opmental assignments were also collected and analyzed. The results
in this documented briefing provide evidence to support beliefs that
current officers, especially at the most junior levels, are weaker tacti-
cally than were the officers who successfully prosecuted the Gulf
War. Further, these declines, in light of changes in the international
security environment and Army practices, suggest the existence of a
growing “tactical gap.” The documented briefing describes various
policy options to address these problems. It also recommends specif-
ically that the Army bolster its ability to monitor the developmental
content of assignments and its leader development system, in gen-
eral, to ensure that future commanders will be prepared to meet the
full range of Army missions.
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Lightning over Water: Sharp-
ening America’s Light Forces
for Rapid-Reaction Missions
John Matsumura, Randall
Steeb, John Gordon IV, Tom
Herbert, Russell W. Glenn,
Paul Steinberg
MR-1196-A/OSD

The fundamental strength of
today’s Army lies in its ability to
fight and win a major theater-
level war, and this capability
exists through a deliberate intent
to field the most capable mech-
anized force possible. It is easy

to argue that the Army leadership succeeded, since no anticipated
enemy force can match the firepower and maneuver capability of a
combined-arms mechanized U.S. force, equipped with the M1-series
Abrams main battle tank, the M2-series Bradley infantry fighting
vehicle, and the AH-64 Apache attack helicopter. Nonetheless, as the
world continues to thaw out from the imposed stability of a bipolar
superpower rivalry, the likelihood of major theater-level war is giving
way to increased numbers of smaller regional conflicts and crises.
New crises and conflicts are continuing to emerge around the world,
and as the frequency of such events continues to increase, so does the
need to adjust the U.S. capability for direct response to, and inter-
vention within, these situations. This book represents a compilation
of research drawn from numerous studies conducted in the past few
years on the topic of improving light air-deployable forces. The focus is
on new operational concepts along with the underlying enabling tech-
nologies. Three very different means for improving rapid-reaction
capability are considered and analyzed in detail, with both strengths
and weaknesses included in the assessment. A framework that
addresses the process of designing such a force is incorporated.

Maintaining the Army’s “Smart Buyer” Capability in a Period 
of Downsizing
Kenneth Horn, Carolyn Wong, Elliot Axelband, Paul Steinberg, 
Ike Chang
WP-120

The Army’s current acquisition capability has been threatened by
large, congressionally mandated reductions in the acquisition work-
force. Unless a new approach is implemented, these reductions will
severely impact the Army’s technology bases, systems moderniza-
tions, and sustainment of existing systems operations.
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This paper draws on current and ongoing research to identify
what is needed to counteract the effect of personnel downsizing
through changes and/or efficiencies in the “smart buyer” (SB)
process and workforce. Three ingredients are needed to provide a
good SB capability. The first is a collaborative research environment
that forces SBs to be aware of what is going on outside their own
organizations. The second ingredient is communications with users,
specifically with both concept and materiel developers. And the third
is a cadre of talented and trained technical staff. Providing the first
ingredient will entail implementing new ways of doing business
using acquisition-reform initiatives that permit leveraging of the
other services and government agencies and partnering with indus-
try. Providing the second might entail developing organizational
realignments that allow close two-way SB communications. To pro-
vide the third, the Army should exploit the full range of recruiting
tools to attract the most promising candidates, implement career
development opportunities to ensure that employees can perform
the SB function, and create influences to encourage talented and
promising SBs to stay.

Mars Unmasked: 
The Changing Face of 
Urban Operations
Sean J.A. Edwards
MR-1173-A

This case study analysis of three
recent urban operations is
intended to update the lessons
learned from prior military
experience. The three cases
examined—Panama in 1989,
Somalia in 1992–1993, and
Chechnya in 1994–1995— all
occurred within the last ten
years and capture the range of

political constraints that military forces must operate under in urban
environments. The author discusses how ongoing technological,
social, and political changes are increasing the significance of certain
elements of urban operations. These include the presence of the
media; the presence of noncombatants; rules of engagement; and
information-operation tools such as psychological operations, public
affairs, civil affairs, and political-military strategy. Other elements
such as situational awareness, intelligence, airpower, surprise, tech-
nology, combined-arms, and joint operations are no more decisive
today than they were in the past.
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Reactive Armor Tiles for Army and Marine Corps Armored 
Vehicles: An Independent Report to the Department of Defense
and the United States Congress
John D. Pinder
WP-119

Improving vehicle survivability in the face of likely future threats will
be a key to the force the Army fields in the early decades of the 21st
century. This independent report documents the results of a con-
gressionally mandated study of reactive armor (RA) tiles for U.S.
Army and Marine Corps armored vehicles, submitted to Congress in
April 1999.

The researcher focuses on two Army vehicles, the Bradley
Fighting Vehicle (BFV) and the M113 family of vehicles. Three types
of RA tiles were evaluated: the current “production” BFV tile, a new
“1–2 year” developmental M113 tile, and a more advanced “2–3
year” design. While all of these designs significantly improved vehi-
cle survivability, the 2–3 year tiles provided the most robust protec-
tion for both vehicles against likely 2005 threats. In the case of the
M113, however, the somewhat lighter and less costly 1–2 year tiles
appeared preferable in situations where advanced threats are not so
prevalent.

In terms of recommendations, the Army should develop a new
universal enhanced RA tile based on the 2–3 year design for both the
BFV and the M113, at an estimated cost of $11 million. This effort
should include the development of an optimum coverage pattern for
the weight-constrained M113A3 tile sets. Also, enough additional
production tile sets should be procured to equip a substantial portion
of the BFVs in the Army’s Contingency Response Forces, and a suf-
ficient number of the new enhanced tile sets should be procured to
outfit an additional brigade of BFVs. At least this many M113A3
enhanced tile sets should also be procured, plus enough additional
sets to meet identified needs. Finally, further research should be done
on the need for RA tiles on M113s in their typical roles and missions,
and on the appropriateness of RA for urban operations. Also, the
Marine Corps and the Army should consider whether the new uni-
versal RA tile would be appropriate for other vehicles in the future,
especially those being considered for the Army After Next.

The Security Dynamics of Demographic Factors
Brian Nichiporuk
MR-1088-WFHF/RF/DLPF/A

As the 21st century unfolds, the dynamics of population growth, set-
tlement patterns, and movement across borders are certain to have an
effect on international security. Demographic shifts in political envi-
ronments that are already tense as a result of territorial disputes, eth-
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Measuring National Power 
in the Postindustrial Age
Ashley J. Tellis, Janice Bially,
Christopher Layne, Melissa
MacPherson
MR-1110-A

The arrival of postindustrial
society has transformed the tra-
ditional bases of national power,
and thus the methods used to
measure the relative power of
nations should be reassessed as
well. Appreciating the true basis
of national power requires not
merely a meticulous detailing of

visible military assets but also a scrutiny of larger capabilities embod-
ied in such variables as the aptitude for innovation, the soundness of
social institutions, and the quality of the knowledge base—all of
which may bear upon a country’s capacity to produce the one element
still fundamental to international politics: effective military power.
The authors reconfigure the notion of national power to accommo-
date a wider understanding of capability, advancing a conceptual
framework that measures three distinct areas—national resources,
national performance, and military capability—to help the intelli-
gence community develop a better evaluation of a country’s national
power. The analysis elaborates the rationale for assessing each of
these and offers ideas on how to measure them in tangible ways. An
analyst’s handbook, MR-1110/1-A, is also available.

Rapid Force Projection Technologies: 
Assessing the Performance of Advanced Ground Sensors
John Matsumura, Randall Steeb, Randall Bowdish, 
Scot Eisenhard, Gail Halverson, Thomas Herbert, 
Mark Lees, John Pinder
DB-262-A/OSD

This documented briefing summarizes research supporting the Rapid
Force Protection Initiative (RFPI) Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration (ACTD), with the goal of exploring new technology
concepts for the ACTD. The focus of this research was on advanced
distributed ground sensors—specifically the air-deliverable acoustic
sensor (ADAS)—with emphasis on how such sensors might fit into
the current RFPI hunter/standoff killer concept. High-resolution
simulation was used to examine and quantify many of the key aspects
of performance, environmental effects, and military utility. 
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nic rivalries, ideological divides, or environmental stresses may pro-
vide just enough pressure to spark a violent conflict or perhaps even
outright war. Demographic factors are thus worthy of analysis as
potential contributors to armed conflict. The author lays out a gen-
eral framework for looking at population developments through the
prism of security issues, proffering some preliminary assessments as
to which trends or factors might threaten U.S. interests around the
world. Based on this analysis, there appear to be three broad areas of
response: (1) A useful practice would be to create and place increased
focus on demographically oriented indicators and warning measures.
It will be important to understand how demographic pressures might
be constraining the actions of key allies, increasing frictions between
key regional powers, and/or laying the foundations for ethnic con-
flict. (2) Carefully targeted foreign aid may help some key friends and
allies to better manage the effects of rapid population growth, allow-
ing them to conserve resources and reform their political systems to
take into account emerging demographic realities. (3) From the U.S.
Army’s standpoint, the most important consequence of demographic
trends is the increasing urbanization of conflict. In the short term,
training will be important to obtain improvements in military opera-
tions on urbanized terrain (MOUT) capabilities. Over the longer
term, research in new technologies will improve the ability of U.S.
ground forces to operate in urban areas, for example, advanced intel-
ligence-gathering platforms, better personnel protection, and a new
generation of nonlethal weapons.

Small Deployments, Big Problems
J. Michael Polich, Bruce R. Orvis, W. Michael Hix
IP-197

Recent deployments of military units to overseas noncombat opera-
tions—including Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, and Kosovo—have placed
new and unanticipated stresses on the nation’s armed services. Yet
military leaders find it hard to pinpoint the causes of that stress. This
leads many observers to ask: With nearly a half-million personnel on
active duty, why does the Army have trouble supporting deployments
that require 5,000 to 10,000 people? RAND Arroyo Center
researchers, collaborating with the Army Personnel Command and
units at individual installations, have looked into that question for the
case of Bosnia. They have found that personnel turbulence is a large
part of the answer: Even modest deployments have large cascading
effects on the military’s dynamic system for managing units and sol-
diers within them. This issue paper shows how these problems high-
light important issues for the Army’s deployment policy in general. It
explores the amount of turbulence generated by the Bosnia deploy-
ment, the factors behind the turbulence, and Army options for
addressing it.
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The Total Army School System: 
Recommendations for Future Policy
John D. Winkler, Michael G. Shanley, John F. Schank, 
James C. Crowley, Michael G. Mattock, L. Diane Green, 
Rodger A. Madison, Laurie L. McDonald, Paul S. Steinberg
MR-955-A

In recent years the U.S. Army has launched a series of initiatives to
streamline and consolidate its extensive system of schools, covering
training institutions that serve both active and reserve forces. The
aim has been to develop a high-quality Total Army School System
(TASS) that is more efficient and integrated across all Army com-
ponents. As this reorganization got under way, the Arroyo Center
was asked to provide an objective assessment of the performance and
efficiency of the existing Army school system, including a regional
prototype in which the organizational changes were initially 
implemented.

Findings show that the number of soldiers who need training
exceeds the system’s capacity to train. Moreover, the system is having
difficulty maintaining quality in its current curriculum. The authors
identify three areas where organizational changes could make a dif-
ference. First, the Army needs to determine more accurately how
many unit personnel require training and then schedule and conduct
courses in a way that produces the desired numbers and types of
graduates. Second, Army schools need to deliver training with the
most efficient use of manpower. And third, they need to have correct
and up-to-date training products, qualified instructors, and appro-
priate support on hand if students are to be trained to established
standards. The study recommends that the Army implement a mon-
itoring system to track changes and improvements in these areas.

Training Requirements and Training Delivery in the Total Army
School System
John D. Winkler, John F. Schank, Michael G. Mattock, 
Rodger A. Madison, L. Diane Green, James C. Crowley, 
Laurie L. McDonald, Paul S. Steinberg
MR-928-A

As part of their overall assessment of Army efforts to reorganize its
system of schools, Arroyo researchers took a close look at the ability
of Reserve Component schools to meet training requirements for non-
commissioned officers (NCOs) and for soldiers who are not qualified
in their duty military occupational specialty (DMOSQ). Their analy-
sis focused on a prototype reorganized school system in its baseline
and execution years (fiscal years 1994 and 1995) and compared it to
the system as a whole.

In terms of training NCOs, the study finds that requirements
are large but decreasing, and capacity is better able to meet demand;
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however, utilization of that capacity is inefficient and growing worse,
leading to a slight decline in graduates. In terms of DMOSQ train-
ing, requirements are decreasing, capacity is increasing, and utiliza-
tion is improved but still problematic, leading to an increase in
graduates. The prototype compares favorably to the system as a
whole in both of these areas. The authors recommend increased
management oversight and new policies to improve the utilization of
training capacity throughout the school system. They also recom-
mend the inclusion of new personnel management policies to reduce
demands on the training system, for example by offering incentives
to reduce voluntary job turnover and attrition among DMOSQ sol-
diers, as much of this turbulence is shown to be driven by personnel,
not force structure. ■
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